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Abstract 
Security is the main issue of concern while transmission of 

the data. The data can be secures by using various 

Steganography techniques. Here, the Steganography is the 

process of hiding the information under the cover media. 

This paper discusses the Steganography and various review 

various Steganography techniques. The paper also 

describes the limitation and features of the Steganography.  

Keywords: Video, Steganography, DNA, LSB, 

imperceptible. 

 

1. Introduction  
                                                                                                 
The growing use of Internet among public masses 

and availability of public and private digital data and 

its sharing has driven industry professionals and 

researchers to pay a particular attention to 

information security. Internet users frequently need to 

store, send, or receive private information and this 

private information needs to be protected against 

unauthorized access and attacks. Presently, three 

main methods of information security being used: 

watermarking, cryptography and steganography. 

Steganography is the art and science of hiding 

existence of information such that a steganography 

system thus embeds hidden content in unremarkable 

cover media so as not to arouse an eavesdropper’s 

suspicion [1]. Steganography is derived from the 

Greek word “stegnos” (meaning “covered/secret”) 

and “graphein” (meaning “to write/draw”). It is the 

study of means of concealing the information in order 

to prevent hackers from detecting the presence of the 

secret information. This technique relies on a 

message being encoded and hidden in a transport 

layer in such a way as to make the existence of the 

message unknown to an observer. 

The main goal or steganography is to communicate 

securely in a completely undetectable manner and to 

avoid drawing suspicion to the transmission of a 

hidden data. The characteristics of these methods are 

to make a slight change in the structure and features 

of object so as not to be easily identifiable by human. 

Digital images, videos, sound files, and other 

computer files that contain perceptually irrelevant or 

redundant information can be used as “covers” or 

carriers to hide secret messages as data is embedded 

at the redundant bits which does not affect the 

original file. This makes the detection of 

steganography difficult or almost impossible[6]. The 

figure 1 represents the various methods of 

classifications. These classifications include various 

subtypes also shown in the figure. 

 
Figure 1: Classification of Steganography 

Video steganography is the technique of hiding 

information inside a Video. In this type of 

steganography Video acts as a cover medium and 

information is embedded in it. The modification done 

in Video must be made imperceptible to the human 

so that on could not detects the presence of 

information. Video steganography takes advantage of 

the Human Auditory System (HAS) and visual 
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system which cannot hear the slight variation of 

Video frequencies at the high frequency side of the 

audible spectrum and also minor changes are not 

visible; and thus, Video steganography can exploit 

and use this type of frequencies to hide secret data 

without damaging the quality of the Video file or 

changing its size [7].  

 

2. Steganography Techniques 
 
Steganography has many techniques which differ in 

the mechanism or principle being used to hide a 

secret message or the changes that are taking place 

during the entire process of embedding [4]. All the 

techniques are categorized in six types as shown in 

figure 2. Some of these techniques are also divided in 

to sub-categories, also shown in the figure.   

 

 
 

Figure 2: Steganography Techniques 

2.1 Substitution Technique 

 
Digital covers have a large number of redundant bits 

(e.g. least significant bits (LSB)) such that a slight 

change in them does not affect the properties of file. 

In the substitution technique of steganography, the 

bits of the secret message substitute the LSB of the 

bytes of the cover file without causing a drastic 

change to this cover file. Moreover, the LSB 

technique is a spatial domain technique since it 

embeds the secret bits directly in the cover file. Since 

LSB substitution technique is relatively quick and 

easy to use, it is the most common technique used for 

digital steganography and especially with digital 

images[8,9] . 
 
2.1.1 LSB Coding 

 
Least significant bit (LSB) coding is the simplest way 

to embed information in a digital audio file. The 

technique uses the fact that most of the information in 

a sample in any audio file is contained in the MSBs 

rather than LSBs. If one has to hide any speech signal 

inside a music file which is also called as “carrier”, it 

can be done by replacing consecutive LSBs in each 

sample of the carrier with the message bit. The LSB 

method allows high embedding capacity for data and 

is relatively easy to implement or to combine with 

other hiding techniques [3]. In this technique, LSB of 

binary equivalent of each sample of digitized audio 

file is replaced with a binary equivalent secret 

message [5]. By substituting the least significant bit 

of each sampling point with a binary message, LSB 

coding allows for a large amount of data to be 

encoded. In LSB coding, the ideal data transmission 

rate is 1 kbps per kHz, however, the two least 

significant bits of a sample can also be replaced with 

two message bits. This not only increases the amount 

of data that can be encoded but also increases the 

amount of resulting noise in the audio file as well. 

Figure 1 showing LSB coding method in which audio 

signal is divided into 8 bits per sample and its LSB 

bits are overwritten by one bit of the hidden data. 

 

 
Figure 3: LSB in 8 bits per sample signal is 

overwritten by one bit of the hidden data [4] 
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To extract a secret message from an LSB encoded 

sound file, the receiver needs access to the sequence 

of sample indices used in the embedding process. 

Normally, the length of the secret message to be 

encoded is smaller than the total number of samples 

in a sound file. One must decide then on how to 

choose the subset of samples that will contain the 

secret message and communicate that decision to the 

receiver. While, LSB modification method achieves 

high imperceptibility, allows high embedding 

capacity and is relatively easy to implement still it is 

not much robust. The robustness of this method can 

be increased against distortion and noise the depth of 

LSB embedding layer has to be increased from 4
th

 to 

6
th

 and from 6
th

 to 8
th

 without affecting the perceptual 

transparency of the stego audio signal. This means 

with increasing the depth of the layer robustness can 

be increased [3]. 

 

2.2 Transform Domain Techniques 
 
Unlike spatial domain techniques (e.g. LSB 

technique), transform (frequency) domain techniques 

hide secret data in significant parts of the cover file. 

Therefore, frequency domain techniques are 

considered more robust to attacks than spatial domain 

techniques. Hence, most of robust steganographic 

systems known today rely on frequency domain 

techniques. Discrete cosine transforms (DCT), 

discrete wavelet transforms (DWT), and discrete 

Fourier transform (DFT) are transform domain 

techniques [10]. 

 
2.3 Spread Spectrum Techniques 

 
Spectrum communication is the process of spreading 

the bandwidth of a narrowband signal across a wide 

band of frequencies. In spread spectrum 

steganography, the frequency domain of the cover 

file is considered to be a communication channel and 

the secret message as a signal that is transmitted 

through it. Since the secret message is spread through 

a wide frequency band, this technique is relatively 

robust against stego file modification or message 

removal.  
 
2.3.1 Spread Spectrum 

 
In spread spectrum method secret information is 

spread over the audio signal's frequency spectrum as 

much as possible. Basically this method calculates 

the frequency masking threshold using psycho 

acoustic model, data signal is spread by a M- 

sequence code, and the spread signal is embedded in 

audio below the frequency masking threshold. M-

sequence codes have good autocorrelation properties 

where the autocorrelation function has peaks equal to 

1 at 0, N, 2N… (approximately 1/N elsewhere). 

Because of these periodic peaks, the M-sequence 

code is self-clocking, so the receiver can easily 

synchronize the data frame and retrieve the 

embedded data by de-spreading with the same M 

sequence code [11]. 

 
2.4 Statistical Techniques 
 
These techniques embed only one bit of secret data in 

a cover file. Therefore, it is known as “1-bit” 

steganography scheme. If “1” is hidden in a cover 

file, some statistical characteristics (e.g. entropy and 

probability distribution) of this cover file must be 

changed significantly to clearly indicate the existence 

of a message. However, if the hidden bit is “0”, the 

cover file is left unmodified. Therefore, this 

technique entirely depends on the ability of the 

receiver to differentiate between changed and intact 

cover. 
 
2.5 Distortion Techniques 

 
Most of the steganography techniques are blind, 

which means that a receiver does not need the 

original cover file to extract the hidden message from 

the corresponding stego file. However, if a distortion 

technique is used, the receiver requires the original 

cover file in order to recover the secret message. For 

a receiver, the embedded message is the difference 

between the modified cover file received (the stego 

file) and the original cover file. 
 
2.6 Cover Generation Techniques 
 
All steganography techniques presented above need 

cover files to be used as containers for secret data. 

However, cover generation techniques do not require 

cover files but instead they create stego files just for 

the purpose of hiding information. 

 

3. Application of Steganography 
 
Steganography is the process of hiding secret data 

within public information. Secret data can be a 
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plaintext or cipher-text, or any kind of data that can 

be hidden in digital media. Since all kinds of secret 

data must be translated into binary, we always hide 

binary data whatever this secret data or file is. 

Steganography is applicable to various areas but not 

limited to these areas. The areas differ in the features 

of the steganography that is utilized in each system. 

Various areas where steganography used are as 

follows[2]: 

 
3.1 Confidential Communication and Secret 

Data Storing 

  
The "secrecy" of the embedded data is essential in 

this area. Steganography provides us with[2]:   

1. Potential capability to hide the existence of 

confidential data 

2. Hardness of detecting the hidden (i.e., embedded) 

data 

3. Strengthening of the secrecy of the encrypted data 

 
3.2 Protection of Data Alteration 

 
Advantage of the fragility of the embedded data in 

this application area is taken. The embedded data can 

rather be fragile than be very robust. Actually, 

embedded data are fragile in most steganography 

programs. Especially, Qtech Hide & View program 

embeds data in an extremely fragile manner. 

However, this fragility opens a new direction toward 

an information-alteration protective system such as a 

"Digital Certificate Document System." The most 

novel point among others is that "no authentication 

bureau is needed." If it is implemented, people can 

send their "digital certificate data" to any place in the 

world through Internet. No one can forge, alter, nor 

tamper such certificate data. If forged, altered, or 

tampered, it is easily detected by the extraction 

program.  

 
3.2.1 Access Control System for Digital 

Content Distribution  

 
In this area embedded data is "hidden", but is 

"explained" to publicize the content. Today, digital 

contents are getting more and more commonly 

distributed by Internet than ever before. For example, 

music companies release new albums on their 

Webpage in a free or charged manner. However, in 

this case, all the contents are equally distributed to 

the people who accessed the page [2]. So, an ordinary 

Web distribution scheme is not suited for a "case-by-

case" and "selective" distribution. Of course it is 

always possible to attach digital content to e-mail 

messages and send to the customers. But it will takes 

a lot of cost in time and labor. 

 
3.2.2 Data storage 

 
Given the possibility to hide more than 16 Kbps in a 

wideband audio file with a conventional LSB 

encoding method, digital information can be reliably 

stored in audio steganographic systems. Another 

application for data storage could be seen in subtitled 

movies. Actors speech, film music, background 

sounds could be used to embed the text needed for 

translation. In this case, bandwidth is substantially 

reduced [3]. 

 

4. Conclusion and Future Scope 
 
Steganography is an effective technique to hide the 

data under the cover media. The cover media can be 

audio, video, text etc. The paper describes various 

application along with various techniques of the 

Steganography. The technique is effective only if it is 

imperceptible. The main drawback of the 

Steganography is that data can be extracted easily if 

unintended authority gets to know about data. In 

future the cryptography can be cascaded to 

Steganography.  
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